
Dear Harvest Partner,

Important events to appear in the very near future: A new world currency coming under the International
Monetary Fund. China is now part of the IMF. As of late, Russia, China and Iran have joined forces in the Middle East; a
very important move. (More on this later.) The most spectacular solar eclipse in American history arriving
August 21, 2017. A total solar black-out from the west coast to the east coast of the United States. Nothing
like this in over 400 years! From Brother Neal Frisby’s library an important writing follows.

“Let’s take a look at the future and also events occurring now. The nations are suffering from an international monetary
crisis, they are perplexed and in bewilderment! The man of fierce countenance (beast) and understanding dark sentences
will appear in the midst of world-wide problems!” “It has been said that in history a nation can survive a
depression and come out stronger, but no country has ever had double-digit inflation and remained a
democracy! Runaway inflation eventually bankrupts everyone including the government! Production begins to come to a
halt and there is chaos! The only alternative is dictatorship to restore order!” “Once the U.S. loses its freedom it will not
come back again. This is historical fact!”

“In the future several major things to watch which will confront the world and this nation will be shortages, labor crisis,
and national debt. We will have recession and inflation mingled with prosperity until out of a crisis the anti-Christ will
restore prosperity for a limited time!” – “No doubt the coming economic storm will re-shift or redistribute the
wealth into the hands of the Babylon system at a super church and state level!” – “The government could use the
oncoming crisis as an excuse to finally bring strict wage and price controls under the beast system!” (Rev. 13:15-
18) – “Also in the future there will be extreme and all kinds of world shortages (famines) entering the
Tribulation and worsening; even then prosperity won't mean much with severe shortages! And what supplies
are left the beast system will control it through a numeral system!”

A tremendous economic convulsion is about to destroy the entire financial structure of the world! The end result will be
recessionary, inflationary depression, the magnitude of which we’ve never experienced. Millions of people will be out of
work, millions will be hungry. Riots, killings and plundering will sweep the nations! – “This will definitely occur near or
approaching the Great Tribulation until prosperity (new system) is restored out of chaos!” “The earth is ‘marked’
and at the end of the Tribulation food will be scarce, promoting Armageddon War!” “In the Tribulation, on one hand you
have prosperity and on the other hand starvation!” – “In the days ahead we will begin to see in a minor way what will
happen in a major way later!”

Dear saints be not deceived – Satan and his subordinate demon powers is now beginning in every way to prevent, harm
or destroy the very elect, and will do away with them first if possible, but God is preventing it! “The devil is working
through various types of the science – medics, many levels of the government and through many of the cults and false
systems!” And it is and will be bringing railing accusations against the true! Already through the anti-Christ spirit I have
definite proof, evidence and witnesses that Satan is cleverly trying to harm in any way he can those who are going to be
translated and believe in the Lord! But the Lord said He will protect His chosen in His powerful hand against the
devil. – “So in the days ahead be not afraid saith the Lord, but only believe, watch and pray!” Through electronic
and computer means and etc. Satan probably has many true Full Gospel people’s names and will reveal them to the
Babylonian system. (Rev. chap. 17) – But just before the mark the Lord will catch up His elect. (Rev. 12:5 – I Thess. 4:16-17) –
“Oh how wonderful Jesus watches over His children!”

REVOLUTIONARY AGE – A most prophetic era concerning vast changes in science, inventions and technology! Man
is carrying himself into a 3rd dimension and will try to make his electronic and light forms (inventions and etc.) look more
supernatural than God. “But at the same time the Lord is pouring out the former and the latter rain and will
supersede anything than ever seen before!” – The midnight cry is awakening! The Thunders uniting the elect together!
Bodies of light will soon burst out through the graves as we go up through the air together to meet Jesus! – The final
prophecies of the true believers are fulfilling. What a fantastic hour to be living in! “Look up, soon the heavens will break
forth in great light and it will be over with. Be ready! End quote.

This month we are going to release a book called “The Tree of Spiritual Fruit” and also a DVD “Hard Cases Healed.”
We received word and thanks from our foreign partners for the gift of Brother Frisby’s literature. Many souls were saved
and delivered because of your efforts to help in God’s work. Your continued support will bring many blessings and
prosperity from the Lord for your efforts. May the Lord continue to bless and guide you.

Your Brother in Christ,
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All three CD’s: ($15.00 donation) DVD release: “Hard Cases Healed”
“Jesus! Salvation! Revelation!”                                                             Also available: “The Spider’s Web”
“The Wilderness Experience”                                                                           ($20.00 donation each)
“The Inner Man”


